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1 Preliminaries

The first famous applications of the probabilistic method to the problems

of graph theory are due to Pál Erdős and Alfréd Rényi [11, 12] and Edgar

Gilbert [14] from the end of the fifties. However, random graph models had

already appeared earlier, for example in the paper of Yule from 1925 [23]

or in the work of Simon from 1955 [21]. The number of vertices is given

both models (i.e. the Erdős–Rényi and the Gilbert model), and the edges

are chosen randomly. The asymptotic behaviour of the connectivity of the

random graph and the size of its connected components were examined as

the number of vertices tended to infinity. The models were used to prove

certain theorems of combinatorics, for example, to give a lower bound on

Ramsey numbers.

Several decades later, when it was possible to collect data from large real

networks, random graphs had a new role in modelling large networks. In 1999

Albert-László Barabási and Réka Albert analysed real networks, for example,

that of the links between pages of the internet [5]. It turned out that for large

d the ratio of vertices of degree d is approximately C ·d−γ, where the value of

the characteristic exponent γ is usually between 2 and 3. This showed that

the models of Erdős–Rényi type are not the best for modelling real networks,

because the decay of this so called asymptotic degree distribution is faster

than exponential in this case, and polynomial is needed. Hence they proposed

a family of models evolving randomly in time. Step by step a new vertex

is added to the system. We choose its neighbours randomly from the old

vertices. The probability that a given old vertex of degree d gets a new edge

is proportional to d. They conjectured that these models have the scale free

property, i.e., for large d the ratio of vertices of degree d decays polynomially

[5]. The precise formulation of the model and the mathematical proofs are

in the paper of Bollobás, Riordan, Spencer and Tusnády from 2001 [8].

Later on, many random graph models were constructed, partly for mod-

elling real networks, and the scale free property turned out to be important

in several cases. We mention the works of Cooper and Frieze [9], Deijfen, van

den Esken, van der Hofstad and Hooghiemstra [10], Katona, Móri [16, 19],
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and finally, Sridharan, Gao, Wu and Nastos [22].

The main goal of the research was understanding the local behaviour

of certain scale free random graph models and analysing some new models

using the methods of martingale theory. We included interactions of more

than two vertices in the new models. In most of the already known models

the evolution of the graph is based on the degrees of the old vertices, and it

is not taken into account which groups of vertices get new edges in the same

step.

2 Methods

Most of our questions concerning random graphs were about the asymptotic

behaviour of the degrees or the degree distribution. On the other hand, we

assumed in all the models that only one new vertex is born in a given step,

and old vertices of the same degree (or weight) are connected to it with

the same probability (but naturally not always independently). This yields

that we may construct martingales using the degree of a given vertex or the

number of vertices of a given degree: the degree of the new vertex is the sum

of certain indicators, and hence the conditional expectations may be written

as a sum.

Therefore the methods of the proofs often originate from martingale the-

ory. The basic results that we used may be found in the book of Neveu [20].

Some additional tools are in some papers of Tamás Móri [16, 19, 17, 18]. We

used the following proposition most frequently.

Proposition 2.3 Suppose that (Mn,Gn) is a square integrable nonnegative

submartingale, and

An = EM1 +
n∑
i=2

(E (Mi| Gi−1)−Mi−1) , Bn =
n∑
i=2

D2 (Mi| Gi−1) .

If B
1/2
n logBn = O (An), then Mn ∼ An holds as n → ∞ almost everywhere

on the event {An →∞}.
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In addition, we used some results on urn models. However, these are

often proved by martingales, e.g. in the paper of Gouet [15].

Results on the asymptotic behaviour of slowly and regularly varying se-

quences were also applied. These are from the papers of Bojanić and Seneta

[7], Galambos and Seneta [13], and from the book of Bingham [6].

3 Main results

We deal with random graph models in which a new vertex is born at each

step, and it is connected to some of the old vertices randomly. In many cases

old vertices with larger degree get new edges with larger probability. This is

the so called preferential attachment property.

All of our models has asymptotic degree distribution. That is, the pro-

portion of vertices of degree d is convergent almost surely as the number of

steps goes to infinity. In many of the models the sequence of the limits is

polynomially decaying, so we found or supposed the scale free property. In

one of the models not the degrees, but weights of the vertices determine the

dynamics.

3.1 Local asymptotic degree distribution

In Chapter 2 we looked for local asymptotic degree distribution in random

graph models with asymptotic degree distribution or with scale free property.

More precisely, if we select some vertices in a certain way and calculate the

proportion of vertices of degree d, then this proportion may asymptotically

differ from the limit of the proportion of vertices of degree d in the whole

graph. We mean almost sure convergence here again. The degrees are always

counted in the whole graph.

For example, the set of selected vertices may consist of the neighbours

of a given vertex, or of the vertices that are at a given distance of a given

vertex, or of the common neighbours of some fixed vertices. In Chapter 2

we gave sufficient conditions for the existence of the local asymptotic degree
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distribution defined above. Wa also showed how it is determined by the

quantities describing the graph model and the set of selected vertices. This

is a model free result: neither the model nor the selection method is needed

exactly. We found sufficient conditions for the following.

Theorem 2.1 [3, Theorem 1] Suppose that the conditions hold for the se-

quence of random graphs and set of selected vertices (Gn, Sn). Denote by

X∗[n, d] the number of vertices of degree d in Sn, which is the set of selected

vertices after n steps. Let m denote the minimal possible degree of the new

vertex. Then the limits

lim
n→∞

X∗ [n, d]

|Sn|
= xd

exist and are positive for all d ≥ m-re almost surely.

The sequence (xd) satisfies the following recurrence equation:

xm =
α qm

α + pm−cm
cm

, xd =
xd−1 · kd−1

cd−1
+ α · qd

α + kd
cd

(d ≥ m+ 1). (1)

The sequence (xd) is a probability distribution, that is, it sums up to 1.

Moreover, xd ∼ L · d−γ∗ holds as d→∞ with some L > 0 and the following

exponent:

γ∗ = α (γ − 1) + 1.

Here the sequences (cd) and (pd) and γ belong to the graph sequence,

while (qd) and α are related to the selection method.

After that we showed how the theorem may be applied in particular cases

(Sections 2.6.1 – 2.6.4.), and we proved the necessity of some of the conditions

(Section 2.6.5.). The main results may be found in papers [2, 2011] and [3,

2011].

2.2 Limit distribution of degrees in random trees

In Chapter 3 we examined a vertex at a fixed position in the random recursive

tree with linear weights. We may consider the third child of the root (the
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first vertex) for example, in spite of the fact that we do not know in which

step it is born. The model is the following. At each step a new vertex is

born, and the probability that it is connected to a given old vertex of degree

d is proportional to d + β, whereβ > −1 is a parameter of the model. The

question is the asymptotic behaviour of the degree of a vertex in a fixed

position.

Fix k ∈ Z+ and (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Zk+. The root’s x1th child’s x2th child’s etc.

xkth child has label x, and its degree after n steps is denoted by deg(x,Gn).

Theorem 3.1 [1, Theorem 1] For k ∈ Z+ and (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Zk+ we have

deg (x,Gn)

n1/(2+β)
→ ζx

almost surely as n→∞ for some positive random variable ζx. The distribu-

tion of ζx is identical to the distribution of ζ∅ · ξ1 · . . . · ξk, where

• ζ∅, ξ1, . . . , ξk are independent random variables;

• ζ∅ corresponds to the case when the vertex is the root;

• ξ1 has distribution Beta (1 + β, x1 − 1), if x1 > 1; ξ1 ≡ 1, if x1 = 1;

• ξs has distribution Beta (1 + β, xs) for all integers 2 ≤ s ≤ k.

The results, similar statements for some other models (Proposition 3.2

– 3.4.) and a functional limit theorem (Theorem 3.5.) may be found in [1,

2011].

3.3 The model of 3-interactions

In Chapter 4 we introduced and analysed a model with dynamics based on

interactions of three vertices. Every vertex, edge and triangle has a nonneg-

ative weight, which corresponds to the number of interactions of this object.

At each step three vertices interact; either a new one with two old vertices,

or three old vertices. These may be chosen uniformly at random, or with

probabilities proportional to the weight of the edge or that of the triangle.
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We may also consider the degree of a fixed vertex; that is, the number of

distinct vertices that has interacted with it. We determined the asymptotic

joint distribution of the weight and the degree, i.e. the limit of the proportion

of vertices with given weight and degree.

Theorem 4.1 For integers 1 ≤ w and 2 ≤ d ≤ 2w denote by X[n, d, w] the

number of vertices of degree d and weight w after n steps, and by Vn the total

number of vertices after n steps. Then

X[n, d, w]

Vn
→ xd,w

holds almost surely as n → ∞ with a positive constant xd,w. We have the

following recurrence equation:

x2,1 =
1

α + β + 1
;

xd,w =
1

αw + β + 1

[
α1(w − 1)xd,w−1 + α2(w − 1)xd−1,w−1 + βxd−2,w−1

]
,

α1 = (1− p)q, α2 =
2pr

3
, α = α1 + α2,

β =
1

p
[2(1− r) + 3(1− p)(1− q)].

Here p is the probability that a new vertex is born at a given step; r is the

probability that we choose the other vertices with probabilities proportional

to edge weights; q is the probability that we choose three old vertices with

probabilities proportional to triangle weights, if no new vertex is born at this

step.

After that we proved the scale free property both for weights and degrees

(Theorem 4.5. and 4.7.). We also described the asymptotic behaviour of

the weight and degree of a given vertex, and the maximal weight and degree

(Theorem 4.8 – 4.11.). Some of these results can be found in [4, 2012].
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5 Conclusions

In the thesis we examined scale free random graph models, where the propor-

tion of vertices of degree d tends to a constant cd almost surely as the number

of vertices goes to infinity, and cd ∼ Kd−γ holds as d→∞. If we would like

to estimate cd or γ, but the network is to large, we have to be careful with

the sampling method. For example, if we consider the proportion of vertices

of degree d in the neighbourhood of a given vertex (the degree is counted in

the whole network), then the almost sure limit may differ from cd. Moreover,

the exponent of the new asymptotic degree distribution is less than γ. With

certain sufficient conditions the new exponent is γ(α− 1) + 1, where α is the

exponent of the regular growth of the number of selected vertices.

The background of this phenomenon may be the following. A fixed vertex

gets new neighbours more and more rarely. Hence its neighbours are typi-

cally older than a typical vertex of the whole graph. Older vertices usually

have larger degree, especially because of the preferential attachment prop-

erty. Therefore the degrees are typically large in the neighbourhood of a fixed

vertex (or more generally, in the set of selected vertices), and the exponent

of the asymptotic degree distribution decreases.

Examining randomly growing trees with linear weights, we may conclude

that the degree of a fixed vertex and the degree of a vertex in a fixed position

have the same asymptotic behaviour, as expected. The structure of the

limiting random variable shows an embedded urn model.

Finally we analysed a random model based on interactions of three ver-

tices, and found that the degree is strongly concentrated for large weights.

However, there is no deterministic connection between these quantities.

To sum up, we showed how the methods of martingale theory may be

used efficiently for problems about the degrees in scale free random graph

models.
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